APPENDIX
From: Jean Public <jeanpublic1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 06, 2017 1:55 PM
To: State House Commission; yourviews@app.com; jungaro@gannett.com; info@taxpayer.net; media@cagw.org; info@njtaxes.org; info@afphq.org
Subject: public comment for meeting of State House Commission on December 7, 2017 at 9 am in State House Trenton NJ

as to the numbered items on the agenda:

2. deny additional lands for new expensive health building. there are plenty of open spaces to rent space for any additional health dept employees, and the taxpayers of this state should not be gouged to build a new state building. that is gross in view of the financial deficit already spent by our legislators and the fact that there is plenty of large open spaces for rent reasonably since so many businesses are moving out of nj due to the high taxes here in nj both for businesses and ordinary citizens. Deny.

3. Deny approval. Taxpayers cannot afford to build a new taxation building. rent space. there is plenty available due to the fact that so many businesses and people are leaving nj due to the high taxes that the legislators have caused with overspending. Deny.

4. deny approval. There is no reason for taxpayers to fund a new building for Juvenile Justice when there is so much available open space due to businesses and citizens leaving this state due to high taxes. Use of space on a rental or leased basis, and since there is so much unused space already rented that nobody in govt even uses, it is clear that taxpayers should not be gouged to fund new buildings for state employees. The level of taxation required to build all these new buildings is obscene. rent instead.

5. deny There is no reason for taxpayers to fund a new building for Juvenile Justice when there is so much available open space due to businesses and citizens leaving this state due to high taxes. Use of space on a rental or leased basis, and since there is so much unused space already rented that nobody in govt even uses, it is clear that taxpayers should not be gouged to fund new buildings for state employees. The level of taxation required to build all these new buildings is obscene. rent instead.

6. Deny There is no reason for taxpayers to fund a new building for Juvenile Justice when there is so much available open space due to businesses and citizens leaving this state due to high taxes. Use of space on a rental or leased basis, and since there is so much unused space already rented that nobody in govt even uses, it is clear that taxpayers should not be gouged to fund new buildings for state employees. The level of taxation required to build all these new buildings is obscene. rent instead.

7. No deed on property owned by nj taxpayers should ever be allowed to be subordinate. This state's taxpayers cannot afford to be vulnerable for the financial stupidity of the development process.

8. Judicial pensions are too high. it is best to take steps to bring them down to the level of other govt employees, not so much higher. There is no reason for this financial superiority off judges. it is discriminatory.

these comments ae for the public record please receipt. jean publisee jean public1@gmail.com.